and chairs could change the locality of a place, s in D'Avenant's The Man's the Master (Lincoln's Inn Fields, 1663). The particular scene 1 ) there is Don Ferdinand's house: all at once all the characters leave and "Enter Stephano, Sancho. A Table spread with Linen Trenchers and Spoons are (sie) sei out, and five Chairs." D'Avenant, however, thought it better to make Stephano explain: "This Room", says that gentleman, " standing in the Garden, at distance from the House, seems built for our Parpose." An exactly similar scetie occurs in Porter's A Witty Combat (Lincoln's Inn Fields?, 1663) .
Gradually, however, the influence of D'Avenant's improvements drove its way home in theatrical affairs. The scenery he had used in 1658 was the first impetns given to that progress of stage adornment which seems to have developed to its acme in some of the productions of our own days. Probably never rivalling the marvellous effects of ) codd speak of the "present heighth of Jfagnificence" in decoration and in setting, which made plays "more f or sight, then for hearing". WhatTorelli and Gaspare Vigarini had brought to France about the sixties of the Century, 3 ) and what the son of the latter, Carlo, had continued, was brought to England in a form, modified, but essentially similar. Gradually, äs we trace our way through the tragedies and the operas of the age, we see the new use of curtain and of spectacle forcing itself upon the dramatists. The value of these two for the purposes of their craft was slow in making its presence feit, but undoubtedly, by the beginning of the XVIII Century, the drama had assimilated completely the fresh theatrical conditions. Conservatives like Flecknoe might still continue to cry out, fed by old prejudices. Shadwell gould teil us -"Then came Machines brought from a neighbour Nation, Oh! how we suffered under Decoration!" ) Until the arrival of Italian M machines" France had known but two Systems of stage decoration, the simple fixed single scene and the u siinultaneous", based on the medieval mystery. In the latter different parts were apportioned to different localities, so that an actor, Standing on the right hand.side might be in Rome, one on the left, at Jerusalem. A development of this was the "chambre a quatreportes". An interesting example on a simüar plan is that of Palladio'ß Olympic Theatre at Vicenza, of which a reproduction and explanation appear in Riccoboni Histoire du theatre Italien (Paris, N. D.) pp. 115-116. 15* yet of all the dramatists availed themselves, of all they made use. It was probably more of a fashion to declaim against the foreign innovations than anything eise, althongh, for that particular age, in Italy and in France and in England, it is true that the very novelty of the new art rendered an evil effect npon poetic and prose drama alike. The extent to which the Italian dramatists subordinated themselves to the scenic artist is well-nigh incalcnlable, and serious confessions such äs that of Giacomo Castoreo in the preface to bis Arsinoe (Venice, 1655) in which he teils us that he had composed the scenes "non aggiustote alla qualitä del sogetto, ma con riguardo aWaUitudine di chi doveva rappresentarle", are only parallelled by satiric pronouncements like those of the Teatro alla Moda (c. 1720) of Benedetto Marcello. In France it is qnite evident how excessive "machinery" injured the mnsic of Lnlly, and in England, through many a play, all seemed sacrificed for nonsensical sonnd and voluptuous sight. It must not be imagined, of course, that the scenery thus early presented on the English stage was by any means perfect. In his admirable edition of The Siege of Ehodes (1909) Mr. J. W. Tupper has noted the illustrative rather than the realistic natnre of the decorations, nor was such illustrative scenery conflned to D'Avenant's experiment. We may see exactly the same in an engraving which represents a scene in The Island Princess.*) Convention still ruled over a greaj part of the theatrical world. The chambre a quatre portes may still have served, 2 ) and the mannerisms of the Caroline masqnes persisted, not only in frequent "frontispieces" or inner proscenia, bat also in many a lesser toach, sach äs the displayal above the prosceninm of the name of the country or place to be represented.
3 ) Apart from t his, the ac^al painted scenes were no donbt extremely limited in nnmber, there being in all probability few beyond the stock street and room interiors. There are a few exceptional affects, it ) it was used over and over again, the dramatists writing with their eyes strictly on the äctual materials in band. In this regard a play of the Earl of Orrery's entitled Guzman (Dorset Garden, 1671) is very interesting, äs bearing precise notes, possibly those of a prompter, concerning the scenes to be used. From many a point of view the theatrical history of this latter half of the Century whose commencement saw the production of the finest works of Shakespeare is one of the most interesting and the most valuable, not so much in and for itself, äs for its value in the future development of the art of the drama. In the Restoration age itself external novelties were ruining both tragedy and comedy, rendering both unnatural: yet, at the same time, they were preparing the way for the wondrous modern productions which represent a combination of all the arts, äs in the finest of the Continental theatres. Elizabethan looseness of constrnction existed side by side with, but was gradually giving way to, a greater constancy and fixity of position, without, however, reaching to our XX Century Standard, which often, in a non-spectacular play, hardly allows of a single change of scene. We are standing, äs it were, watching that great flow which came from before Shakespeare, out of the moralities and the mysteries of a nebulous past, changing direction into channels, at once more gorgeous and more restrained, leading to the art of Ibsen, leading to the art of Maeterlinck, leading to the art of Reinhardt.
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